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INTRODUCTION
The Mobile Radio Alternative Systems Study addressed the needs for mobile radio com-
munications in non-urban areas of the United States between the present and the end of this
century. It evaluated terrestrial and satellite technologies and systems to determine how
those technologies and systems might be applied, to satisfy the needs. This report summary is
generally organized according to the tasks of th.-, study, which were to:
I. Define a nationwide land-mobile traffic model for the period 1985 through 2000
and define the functional and system fequi ►ements necessary to meet those pro-
jected needs.
2. Define an optimized terrestrial system to satisfy the requirements for nationwide
land mobile services and estimate system characteristics, costs, and subscriber
charges.
3. Identify the role of a mobile-satellite system in augmenting the terrestrial system
and define an optimized satellite/ terrestrial (hybrid) system.
4. Identify and analyze regulatory and institutional issues relative to the implementa-
tion of the hybrid system.
The study results show that there are needs for mobile radio services in non-urban areas
that are not likely to be met by a continuation of the traditional growth of mobile radio. The
services include nationwide (ubiquitous) radio telephone, dispatch, wideband data, one and
two way exchange of short, infrequent data and control messages and position surveillance.
Terrestrial radio links are limited in range by the earth's curvature and shadowing by ter-
rain features so that nationwide coverage would require many terrestrial fixed installations. A
complex interconnection of the installations would be required to provide the needed services
in thinly populated areas. The short range of terrestrial installations enables a radio channel
to be used simultaneously in many different geographical locations. Frequency "reuse"
makes it possible to accommodate large numbers of users within a limited spectrum alloca-
tion.
Satellite links are distance insensitive so that thinly populated and remote areas can be
served effectively. The large service area of satellites limits frequency reuse and thus the
number of users within a frequency allocation. Satellites are not well suited to densely popu-
lated areas.
Most users of mobile radio will be served by terrestrial systems because they operate
predominantly in densely populated areas or their range of travel is limited to the coverage
area of a terrestrial installation. Entities that operate vehicles that travel over long distances,
or into remote areas, such as trucks and oil well service vans, may be better served by a satel-
lite system.
The study concludes that there is a significant market for satellite mobile service and a sat-
ellite system can be built to serve the market at acceptable user charges. The criteria of the
Federal Communications Commission for allocating radio spectrum is discussed.
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Section 1
MOBILE RADIO TRAFFIC DEMAND
NON-URBAN UNITED STATES, 1985-2000
MARKET CATEGORIES AND MAGNITUDES
The potential market for non-urban land mobile radio is divided into three categories:
+ New Services
+ Commercial and Public Radio
+ Mobile Radio Telephone 	
0
New services are herein 'efined as those for which there are exrzessed nfeos but which
are not now met by any app-ation of available technology. The functions required to fulfill
the needs include voice, alphanumerics (printed mess?(Y?s), data at rates from 300 bits per
second to 56 kilobits per second, and automatic surveillance of mobile locations.
The commercial and public services market is drawn from the existing users of mobile ra-
dio in non-SMSA areas of the country. ] Most of the communications are in the dispatch
mode — direct communications between mobiles and base stations. Most users are satisfied
witk the performance of their radios. A portion of the users express dissatisfaction with the
coverage area of their radios because their communication range is too short or because ter-
rain features block out their signals in portions of their service area.
There is a substantial market for mobile radio telephone in thinly populate.t areas of the
country. A market survey by Opinion Research Corporation  was used to estimate the num-
ber of persons who wound subscribe to mobile telephone service in the non-SMSA counties
a _ , of the contiguous United States if the quality and cost of the service were like those of urban
cellular systems. The capturable market for each of the market categories is shown in Ta-
bles I through 4.
GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF DEMAND
The geographical distributions of demand for Mobile Radio Telephone service and Com-
mercial and Public Radio services are critically dependent on the population density that is as-
sumed for the definition of the non-urban area of the country. If the non-urban area is
defined as the non-SMSA col:nties, the distribution for mobile telephone service is as shown
in Figure 1. If the non-urb,.n area is defined as those counties that have a population density
fewer than 20 persons per square mile, the distribution is as depicted in Figure 2. The distri-
bution for commercial and public radio is very nearly the same as for mobile telephone be-
cause the demand for both is determined mostly by population.
The choice of 20 persons per square mile results in the largest demand in the Western
states. Choosing non-SMSA counties as the non-urban definition results in the greatest
demand in the Midwestern states with a much smaller proportion in the West.
Much of the data and procedures for market analyses were provided by ECOsystems International under a
subcontract to this study. Their portion of the study is presented in: Nowt-Urban Mobile Radio Marker Forecast,
.'; Final Report, June 25, 1982 ECOsystems International Inc., P.O. Box 225, Gambrills, MD 21054.
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"An Appraisal of a Mobile Communications Product for the Consumer," Conducted for Audio Electronics
Department of General Electric Company, Prepared by Opinion Research Corporation, North Harrison Street,
Box 183, Princeton, NJ 08540
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Table I	 OF POOR QUALITY
C:APTURABLEt MOBILE RADIO MARKET
(MOBILE UNITS)
NEW SERVICES
()it and Gas Induslry 2 	19904	 ^	 ' (AAGIO1	 1995	 (AAGI(5)	 2000
f
Voice (Base of I6u02 3 )	 35736	 (3'/°6)	 41428	 0%6)	 4862(1
I
Data (Base of 3629 3 )	 7288	 (30,61	 8449	 ( 3%6)	 I	 y79"
I. Capturable Market—The market for new mobile Fystems based on their provision of new services tit prices comparable to
current service charges for inferior or largely nonexistent services.
2 One of two market areas surveyed.
3 The base comes from a study done for NASA by ECOsystems Inteinational Inc. titled "Analysis of the Oil and (ias Industry
Market for a Land Mobile Communications Satellite Service," January 18, 1982. EC'Osystems forecasts a gro ,:!. maikel of
28,000 units by 1985. This is equivalent to an average annual growth rate of 15% per year for the period 1981-1485 We
employ this gross figure for our computations for the voice demand. However, since there has recently been it 	 in -1ril-	
Pling activity and most of the data requirements are for logging new wells we have performed it analysis for lice data
requirements We assume that the average annual growth rate for the number of units is 120 for the period 1981-1985
This rule is equivalent to the growth in exploration units and equals the pre-1980 growth in active drilling rigs (cf "()it and
Energy trends," July 1982). For both voice and data we assume a common annual growth rate of 5'Yo for the period 198s-
1990 to obtain the number of units for the year 1990. (We assume that to some extent the drilling slump continue, )
4 We assume that there is essentially a 100% pen-.tration of the market by 1990.
5 Average annual growth rate.
6. We assume that the market is approximately saturated in the period 1990-2000 and a common annual growth rate of 3 11A, to
the year 2000.
Table 2
CAPTURABLE I
 MOBILE RADIO MARKET
(MOBILE UNITS)
r	 NEW SERVICES
Trucking Induslry 2 19904 (AAGR5) 1995 (AAGRS)
`finder	 (Base of 153942 3 ) 168 439 (2°1°6) 185 970 (21%6)
Tractor	 (Base of 7942 1 3 ) 86 900 (2°/n6)
 _ 95 945
2000
205 32o
I
105 931
I Capturable Market — The market for new mobile systems based on their provision of new services at prices comparable to
current service charges for inferior or largely nonexistent services.
2. One of two market areas surveyed.
3. The base comes from an analysis of financial and statistical data for the year 1979 from the Financial and Operations Siaus
tics Manual published by the American Trucking Association and Mundy's Transportation Volume. The total annual reve-
nucs of the common and contract carriers that engage in irregular long haul routes is $11,169,000,000 (general Ircight Cont-
i	 mon, household goods, and special commodities common and contract; ATA manual). A random sample of 34 common
and contract irregular route carriers as reported in Moody's shows total revenues of $1,516,000,000 for 10,895 trailers and
g	 10,780 tractors. The revenue per trailer is thus $72,553 and there are 1.9383 trailers per tractor on average. Using these
statistics and the Inial revenues one obtains the base.
4. We employ an annual growth rate of 20, (from a study done for NASA by ECOsystems International, Inc. titled, "Analysis
of the Trucking Industry Market for a Land Mobile Communications Satellite Service," January 11, 1981) and an in-service
factor of 88'1;, (supplied by an industry representative) to obtain the number of units in 1990. Also based on the FCOsys-
t	 gems study we assume that there is -,ssentially a 100% penetration of this specific market by the year 1990.
5. Average annual growth rate.
6. We employ a growth rate of 2%. See footnote 4.
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Table 3
CAPTURABLE' MOBILE RADIO MARKET
(MOBILE UNITS)
COMMERCIAL AND PUBLIC RADIO SERVICES
Possible Rase Maiket 2 	(AAGR6
(1980-1990)
Conservalive: 	 56 599	 (7°/)7)
1990
III	 339
(AAGR6) 1995 (AA60)
(7°/. t )
1000
--
119 011(70/ 7 ) 156	 159
(5 11,1- of base)
i
169 798
	 110%8) 440 412 (10/8) 709 288 (10118) 114	 231.5
j
Likely
(15% of base4)
L
Optimistic	 264 884	 (18%`	 1st 5 yrs)
5
975 953 1) (10%8) 1	 571	 792 (10%8) 1	 1	 531	 371
—i.-Y— (23.4% of base s )	 (10% 8 2nd	 years)
-- ----------t
I Caplurable Market — The nonSMSA and/or rural market for new mobile systems based on their provision of new services
or improved services at prices comparable to current service changes.
2. Base market total in 1980 estimated as 6 mobiles/system x 188,664 systems or 1,131,984 mobile units in nonSMSA coun-
ties. Base data taken from ECOsystems study final report "Non-Urban Mobile Radio Demand Forecast," 1982, prepared for
NASA by ECOsystems International, Inc. as part of a market study on the rural mobile radio market, 1980 count of nonSM-
SA counties employed.
3. Estimated from 1978 SIRSA membership report from survey taken on membership — 23 4% of respondents required addi-
tional coverage with 21.6% rate of return on a membership of 11,773 of 41,266 licensees in the Special Industrial Radio Ser-
vice — by as.^uming Special Industrial is representative of all licensees, SIRSA membership is representative of Special Indus-
trial Licensees, and survey coverage biased toward unacceptable service (.216 x 	 11773 = 2543 returns,
(.234)(2543)/11773 = .0505)
4. Industry estimate of proportion of market that employs community repeaters with the assumption that this proportion re-
quires improved service.
5. See footnote 3 Estimated by assuming no bias in respondents to SIRSA Survey and in relationship of SIRSA membership
to total Special industrial licensees and by assuming Special Industrial is representative of all licensees.
6. Average annual growth rate.
7. This growth rate taken for comparative purposes. See Footnotes 8 and 9.
8. Projected annual growth rate for 1980-1990 taken from International Resource Development, Inc. 1980 Report No. 156
"Mobile Radio Markets."
9. Average annual growth rate for 1975-1980 from "1981 Electronic Market Data Book" prepared by the Market Services
Department of the Electronic Industries Association.
10. We assume that the recent past market performance continues into the near future (5 years) and after that the market grows
at a lower rate. See footnotes 8 and 9.
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Table 4
CAPTU .RABLE 1 MOBILE RADIO MARKET
(MOBILE UNITS)
MOBILE RADIO TELEPHONE SERVICE
_ __
F~ Possihle Base Marke1 2	 990
Conservative	 Population of 10,316,4013	51 582
(Counties with < 20 persons/
(AACiR^)
I	 (5% 8 )
_
1995	 ?
65 833
(.64%) of base fI )
- - ---- - -
(AAGIi T I
(5%,1)	 ^
N)OU
84 011
( 81%, of bawIII
square mile)
Likely.	 Population of 43,379,000 4 	 216 895 (7%0) 304 206 (710) 416 00
(Outside of towns > 1000 ( 70'/0 of base 11 ) ( 98,M) of h,ise	 )
persons)
Opuanisuc.	 Population of 57,562,000 5	287 810
I	 (NonSMSA counties)
(10'/0 10 ) 463 521
( .81"/0 of base 1 1)
(711% 650	 111
(1	 1 1y) of base ) I)
I. Capturable Market — The nonSMSA and/or rural market for new mobile systems based on their provision of new scrvares
or improved services at prices comparable to current service charges.
2 Base market populations assumed constant for study (cf. footnotes 4 and 5) Base year taken as 1975
3. Compiled from County and City Data Book, 1977. Counts for estimated 1975 data.
4 Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1981, page 14. Count from 1970 census — however, counts essentially constant for
1950, 1960, and 1970 censuses.
5 County and City Data Book, 1977, page 901. Count for estimated 1975 data — however, the revised count for the 1980
census based on 1980 SMSA's is 57,115,182 (cf. Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1981, page 919)i
6 A market penetration of .5% of the population is assumed by the year 1990. This is consistent with Al&T, Motorola, and
Ietocator studies (cf. AT&T filing, FCC Docket CC' 79-318, August 4, 1980; Motorola filing, FCC Docket 79-318, August 4.
1980; and "CMRS. Cellular Mobile Radio Telecommunications Service-Update on an Emerging Technology," Lehman
Brothers Kuhn Loeb Research, May 7, 1982) and with an independent market study being prepared for NASA by ECOsys
tens international, Inc and Corporate Research and Development, General Electric Company.
7. Averagc annual growth rate.
8 Average annual lc;cphone growth 1950-1979 taken from "Independent Telephone Industry in the United States," Telecom
munacations Journal, 1980, Vol. 47, page 392.
9. Average am;uai mobile telephone growth 1970 - 1979 taken from "Land Mobile Market Integration Study," Final Report
NASA Contract NASW-2800, November 1, 1980, by ECOsystems International, Inc., page 14
10 Increase:' average annual mobile telephone growth of recent years — see footnote 9, page 24 for references.
11. See explanation of footnote 6. These penetrations are for compnrativv purposes and indicate that the base marl el enl
growth assumptions give results that are consistent with the cited studies in footnote 6.
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` Distribution of radio traffic demand for intercity trucking was estimated on the basis of
highway use of special fuels — primarily diesel fuels with small amounts of liquined petrole-
um gases. The use of such f-.tels reflects essentially all of the intercity long haul truck and
bus traffic. Figure 3 shows the numbers of intercity trucks and trailers in each state for the
year 1980.
The distribution of oil well services estimated demand is based on drilling activity. Ta-
ble 4 lists by state the numbers of vehicles requiring voice communications and the numbers
of data vans used for oil and gas well logging.
ELASTICITY OF DEMAND
Quality elasticity is defined as the additional price users are willing to pay in order to up-
grade system performance from current to predetermined levels of improvement. A
1979 survey by the Special Industrial Radio Service Association (SIRSA) showed a general
decline in satisfaction, with 6.6% f;;wer users (primarily metropolitan) willing to rate their sys-
tem "excellent" in 1979 as compared to 1977. Comparison of business and special industrial
user's base station costs with their willingness to pay a "premium for quality" shows that the
user's willingness to pay is on the order of 7%.
DEMAND VS. COST
Potential business users of cellular mobile telephone systems in the Chicago metropolitan
area were surveyed by Compucon, Inc. for Rogers Radio. 3 The following table presented with
permission of Compucon shows respondents' interest in a mobile phase system at costs that
include equipment lease but not long distance charges.
Level $60 $120 $180 $240
Very Interested 9% 3% 4% 6%
Somewhat Interested 25% 22% 14% 15%
-	 Not Very Interested 170/o 18% 250% 21%
Not at all Interested 47% 56% 55% 56%
Don't Know (was not
read as a choice) 3 N 1010 2% 2%
A survey conducted by Opinion Research Corporation for General Electric was directed at
households and thus reflects the private as well as the 'business and professional markets.
If the cost was $750 and the monthly service charge was $50.00, would you... ?
F..	 Definitely purchase 	 0.6
Very likely purchase	 0.9
Possibly purchase	 4.4
Very likely not purchase	 16.3
Definitely not purchase 	 76.2
Don't know/No opinion	 1.5
The Opinion Research Corporation showed nearly equal interest in urban and non-urban
areas.
3 "A Cellular Radio Market Study for The Chicago Metropolitan Area," May, 1982, Prepared for Rogers Radio,
Prepared by Compucon Inc., 13749 Neutron Road, Dallas, Texas 75234
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DISTANCE DISTRIBUTION OF MOBILE RADIO TRAkFIC
	 OF POOR QUALITY
Police mobil;: traffic range extends from a few kilometers up to a maxtinum distance sub-
tended by the corresponding political boundaries. Maximum desired ranges are as follows:
	
Average	 Absolute
lerraonal Area	 ,Maximum	 Maximum
(County or State)	 Range (km)	 Range (km)
Average Fastern County 	 20.30	 40.60
Average western County	 50.70	 100-i40
Median State	 150-200	 30" 400
federal agencies require longer distance communications for applications such as law en-
forcement, illegal immigrant interdic^:on, and disaster control and relief. Radio communica-
tion with ranges of several hundred to more than 1000 miles is essential in some of the appli-
cations.
Analysis of a 1977 SIRSA report includes the required and achieved communication
ranges of its members.
Industries in rural areas, such as petroleum, agricultural and mining services required
longer ranges than industries in urban areas. "For example, 39.8% of those engaged in sup.
plying services to the petroleum industry stated that they require a range of 51 to 75 miles
and 15.4% stated that more than 75 ij i les was necessary.
When responses to a 1977 survey were tabulated by SIRSA staff, it was found that 23.4%,
of the returns noted that more communication coverage was needed than presently achieved.
11
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CHANNEL CAPACITY REQUIREMENTS
C'ommunicaJon traffic is measured in erlangs. As used in the following assessment, an
erlang, is the traffic that will continuously occupy a voice band ,, , idth channel.
Tle channel capacity to handle the iraffic is larger than the erlang demand because: it must
allow additional time on the channels for minimizing blocking of messages. If trunkinL!, Is
used, control channels are needed in addition to the talking channels.
A survey of 77 business and 32 special industrial users in randomly selected non-SMSA
counties showed mean traffic generated by base stations is as follows:
Business	 32 115 milli-erlangs
	
Special Industrial	 25.004 milli-erlangs
An equal amount of traffic is generated by the mobiles in return; hence the total traffic is
double the above. On the average, there are six mobiles per vase station. For the purpose of
estimating total traffic demand Im dispatch services, we assume an average one-way demand
of 0.028 erlangs per base station, or an average of 0.0093 erlangs of two-way demand per
mobile. The values are tho average demand generated during the normal working hours of
the users.
The canturable market in the oil and Das ;,,ell Services industry is sur„nlarrzed from 'i'a-
bfe 1.
Mobile Units
	
1990
	 1995	 2000
Voice
	
35,736	 41,428	 48,626
Data	 7,288	 8,449	 9,794
On the assumption that the average demand for voice communications in the oil and gas
well services industry is 0.0093 erlangs per mobile, the peak demand in erlangs is:
Erlangs (Voice)
	
1990	 1995	 2000
Erlangs	 322	 385	 452
Based oil assumption that the increase in demand Ibr data services will only follow the
increase in the number of mobile service vans, the number of voice channel equivalent er-
langs will be:
Erlangs (Data)
	
1990	 1995	 2000
Erlangs	 111	 128.8	 149.4
The capturable market for the trucking industry as descrihed above is considered to he
only the common and contract carriers on intercity irregular routes. Many other trucks
may use a long range mobile radio service also, but the analysis is restricted to the portion of
the industry whose representatives have expressed a definite need. The desired functions are
position surveillance of trailers, automatic data transmission from trailers, a o
12
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comm inications with driven. The numbers of mobiles in the market segment are summa-
rized from Table 2.
Mobile Units
1990	 1995	 2000
Trailers	 168,439	 185,970	 205,326
Tractors	 86,900	 95,945	 105,931
Voice or voice equivalent (alphanumeric) communications with the drivers could replace
tilt; long distance wircline calls that are now used for dispatching trucks. The average dispatch
traffic demand per vehicle, 0.093 erlangs, is assumed to apply to the trucking industry.
Erlangs (Voice)
	
1990	 1995	 2000
Erlangs	 808	 892	 985
The position fixing and lo% data late communications will require short and infrequent
messages from each t.ailer. 4 position fix can be accomplished in one second. Each status
message will require only a fraction of a second transmission time at voice bandwidth rates.
Guard time in the channels must be allowed because of the messages are transmitted at ran-
dom times from the trailers. Messages are desired F rom many trailers when they are not
attached to tractors because their status and load conditions are to be monitored. We assume
five; seconds of transmission per day from each trailer, or .00006 erlangs.
Erlangs (Data)
	
1990	 1995	 2000
-	 Erlangs	 9.7	 10.8	 11.9
The attractiveness of the position surveillance and data transmission will depend upon the
cost of the units for the trailers. The cost of the functions will be low because a very large
number of units can be accommodated in one voice channel. If the equipment cost is low, a
few hundreds of dollars, it is likely that a very much larger portion of the nation's four mil-
lion trailers will use the service.
Commercial and public radio services use voice in the dispatch mode of communications
almost exclusively. The capturable market is summarized from Table 3.
Mobile Units
1990	 1995
Conservative
	
111,339
	
156,159
Likely	 440,412	 709,288
Optimistic	 975,953	 1,571,792
The predicted traffic demand in erlangs for commer
urban needs for longer range and better coverage is;
e
2000
219,021
1,142,315
2,531,371
cial and public radio to satisfy ron-
13
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1990	 1995	 2000	 OF POOR QUALITY
Conservative
	
1,035	 1,452	 2,036
Likely
	
4,095
	
6,596	 10,623
Optimistic	 9,076	 14,617	 23,541
The FCC sampled some 50 common carriers widely distributed throughout the United
States and determined that the average mobile radio telephone generates .014 erlant s of
traffic. The number must be multiplied by two, since radio telephone service requires duplex ..
ing. The mobile traffic is thus .028 erlangs per subscriber. The capturable mobile radio tele-
phone market is summarized from Table 4.
Motile Telephone Subscribers
1990
Conservative	 51,582
Likely	 216 895
Optimistic	 287,810
Applying the estimate of .028 erlangs per st,
is as Follows:
1995	 2000
	
65,833	 84,021
	
304,206	 426,655
	
463,521	 650.112
ibscriber to the above, the demand in erlangs
Grlangs
1990 1995 2000
Conservative 1,444 1,843 2,352
Likely 6,073 8,517 11,946
Optimistic 8,059 12,978 18,203
The sums of the traffic demands in erlangs are:
1990 1995 2000
Conservative 3,730 4,712 5,986
Likely 11,419 16,530 24,168
Optimistic 18,387 29,012 43,342
14
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TERRESTRIAL SYSTEM CONCEPTS AND ANALYSES
PROCEDURES AND RESULTS
Terrestrial mobile radio systems concepts were generated and analyzed to determine how
Pei 
well they could fulfil! the requirements for mobile radio services in non-urban areas of the
United States up to the year 2000. The study assumed that -,errestrial installations will serve
the SMSA counties of the nation, but that terrestrial and satellite systems are both candidates
for serving the less densely populated counties. As a basis for later comparison of the two
candidates, an attempt was made to comigure terrestrial systems that would meet the require-
ments defined in the previous sections. The systems concepts and analyses are limited to the
non-SMSA counties of the United States. The non-SMSA area of the contiguous states is
2,386,391 square miles, or 80.5% of the land area. The non-SMSA population is 57 million
persons, or approximately 25 percent of the total.
In the full report the results of the terrestrial systems study are presented as follows:*
* Present day mobile communications technologies, systems, and equipments are de-
scribed including strengths and limitations. The material is presented as background
for evaluating the concepts generated in the study.
• Average propagation ranges are calculated for terrestrial installations in each of seven
physiographic areas of the contiguous states. The calculations are used to determine
the number of installations required for ubiquitous coverage of all the non-SMSA
counties. Consideration is limited to 800 MHz radios with cellular compatible charac-
teristics.
e Four system concepts are defined and analyzed to determine how well terrestrial sys-
tems can fulfill the requirements at acceptable costs. The first system provides urban
cellular-quality communications everywhere in the non-SMSA counties of the conti;u-
ous states. The second system provides ubiquitous coverage but without handover
between cells. There are no means to place a call to a vehicle unless the caller knows
in which cell the vehicle is located. The third system uses higher power cell site
transmitters than the urban cellular systems, and remote receivers, spaced throughout
the service area, to increase the service area of the cell. The remote receivers are
connected to the cell site by telephone lines or microwave links. The fourth system
uses the higher power cell site transmitters and power amplifiers on the vehicle
transmitters to achieve the greater service area in the cell without the need for the rc-
mote receivers.
All of the systems operate in the 800 MHz bared. There are two reasons for the choice.
First, the allocation of channels and the techniques for using the lower frequency mobile
bands do not provide a sufficient number of channels to accommodate the large demand.
Second, compatibility with urban cellular systems is necessary to fulfill some of the require-
ments.
* In this Executive Summary they are presented in reverse order.
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The 800 MHz band is the band of choice for the urban cellular systems because propaga
tion range can be limited to short distances. A channel can be reused several times within
the limited geographical area of a city. Range can be much shorter than the line-of'-sight dis-
tance to the horizon.
The 800 MHz band is not the band of choice for non-urban systems because the propagd-
uon range is short and the signals are severely blocked by terrain features, structures, and
foliage. The number of installations to serve an area is greater if' the installations operate in
the 800 Mliz band than if .hey operate in a lower frequency band.
Signal propagation range at 800 MHz is strongly affected by ter, ain roughness. A map
supplied by the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey outlines seven phvsiographic areas of the
contiguous states. Sample topographic maps, believed to be representative of each physro-
graphic area, were selected, and terrain roughness estimates were rnade and used to calculate
propagation range in accordance with the accepted procedures of the mobile radio industry.
Average service area of a terrestrial installation was determined for e;rch physiographic area,
for a typical base antenna height. The number of installations required for each area was cal-
culated. The total number of installations for the non-SMSA counties of the contiguous
states is 33,130 and for the entire contiguous states it is 40,098.
The first of the four system concepts provides full cellular capablility throughout the con-
tiguous states. The 40,098 cells are arranged in 24 cell clusters, each cluster controlled by it
Mobile Telephone Switching Office (MTSO). Equipment and installation costs wet;-. , estimated
for an average cluster, and the cost multiplied by the number of clusters. Total cost was
$15.74 billion. The cost is so high that no further analysis of the system was made.
The second system eliminates the MTSOs. Each ce!! operates independently without
handover between cells. Frequent redialing during calls is necessary as a vehicle moves from
one cell into another. There is no means to place a call to a vehicle unless the caller knows
which cell the vehicle is in. The cost of individual cells was based on a population density of
20 persons per square mile, an assumption that one percent of the population would be sub-
scribers, and an average cell radius of six miles as determined by the propagation analysis.
Total co,i for the system was calculated to be $9.7 billion. Monthly recurring costs for the
system are $177 million, and the base user cost, without profit, $502 per month.
The third system relaxes the cell site specifications. It uses higher transmitter power and
greater freedom to choose transmitter sites than is permitted in urban cellular systems. An
average 15 mile service range is assu-ned, based on experience with the General Electric
GE MARC5 800 MHz trunking system. There are many shadowed areas that do not have
service, but careful siting of the transmitter and receiver towers can optimize the coverage.
Remote receivers throughout the service area enable the 4 watt mobile transmitters to be
heard. The number of transmitter installations is reduced from the number required in the
first two systems. Costs were determined for individual installations based on a population
density of 20 persons per square mile and one percent of the population as subscribers. Im-
plementation costs are $377,000 for the minimum capacity cell that serves 141 persons in its
675 square mile service area. Monthly recurring costs are $11,500 and the cost per subscriber
is $142 per month.
The fourth system is like the third except that no remote receivers are used. Talkback
from the mobile units is made possible by the addition of a 35 watt power amplifier to the cel-
lular mobile radio. Implementation costs are $307,000 for the minimum capacity cell, month-
ly recurring costs are $9,250, and cost per subscriber is $106 per month plus $10 per month
for the power aa—ipiifier.
16
The market penetration of 1"/% of the population is based on an average user charge of
$100 per month. The elements that make up the charge comprise a base user charge of $30
per month and local calls charged at $0.z7 per minute. Long distance charges are additional.
Implementation costs and recurring costs must be recovered through the base user charge.
The monthly subscriber costs stated above do not include profit, and therefore the base user
charges must be higher than the stated costs.
It is obvious that none of the systems can serve a population density as low as 20 persons
per square mile and return a profit to its investors. The fourth system was further a ,alyzed
40 to estimate the population density that would support the investment. At a population densi-
ty of approximately 100 persons per square mile the total cost per subscriber is approximately
$100 per month. Subscriber monthly costs do not scale linearly with population density be-
cause system capacity must be increased to accommodate the larger number of subscribers.
The third and fourth systems are like the present Improved Mobile Telephone System
(1MTS) except that they operate in the 800 MHz band instead of the 150 or 450 MHz
bands. More channels are available in the Kigher frequency band so that capacity is increased
and call blocking is reduced. An important advantage is compatibility with urban cellular sys-
tems so that the cellular mobile equipments can be used, except that the fourth system re-
quires the addition of a power amplifier.
Structures and terrain features cause sharper shadowing of the signals at 800 MHz than
they do at 150 or 450 MHz. Foliage attenuation is greater at the higher freque.:'_,.
Equivalent service is more costly at 800 MHz than at the lower frequencies.
The study of terrestrial systems did not uncover any :Nays to reduce the cost of terrestrial
systems or improve performance so that a ubiquitous mobile radio service with a national ar-
chitecture could be implemented and operated at a profit.
The normal development of terrestrial mobile radio systems will continue to serve specific:
needs of local areas as in the past. "Nationwide service" in terrestrial systems will be limited
to compatibility between local areas. There is no economic incentive to provide service in
thinly populated areas except for the specific needs of' local entities who implement and
operate their own facilities. There is no economically feasible terrestrial system approach that
will provide nationwide services for users with needs such as those described as "New Ser-
vices.
NUMBER OF INSTALLATIONS FOR A UBIQUITOUS MOBILE
TELEPHONE SYSTEM
The feasibility of implementing a terrestrial mobile phone system depends largely on the
number of fixed installations required to cover the intended service area. The range of each
installation depends on the propagation impairments in the area.
Path blockage due to irregular terrain is an important factor in limiting range. The dis-
tance between fixed stations is thus a function of terrain roughness. A study was conducted
to determine the roughness of the terrain in different physiographic areas of the United
.	 States, and thereby predict the typical range that could be expected in these areas.
17
Hie procedure to determine the range of , ► n installation is as follows:
a) Specify the percentage of the area to be serviced; e.g., 95% (5'%, of desired service area
is blocked by terrain).
b) Determine the terrain roughness from topographic maps; i.e., tak e. 80%, of the
difference between maximum and minimum clevations along radials from the location
of the installation. An example is shown in Figure 4.
c) Detr, mine the height of the transmitter-receiver above the average terrain.
(1) Specify the radio frequency, transmitter power, antenna gains and receiver sensiti^ ity
with appropriate fading margin.
e) Apply the graphs and formulas that relate the factors to range.
f) Compare the calculated results with results achieve-d in similar studies and installa-
tions.
The procedure was applied to sample areas taken from seven physiographic areas of the
contiguous United States as defined by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS). The result
specifies the average range, hence the area served by a single installation in each of the phy-
siographic areas. A USGS map delineates th-1 physiographic areas (Figure 5). Dividing each
physiographic area by the service area of a single installation yields the number of installations
required in the area. Summing the numbers for all the physiographic areas yields the total
number for all the contiguous states. Table 5 presents the results of the computation.
The average range is greatest where terrain is relatively flat. For the Atlantic Plains region
of the southeastern United Slates, the a^-rage range is 20 miles. The Interior Plains region,
including the Dakotas and the central plains southward to Texas, shows an average range of
10 miles.
The rugged Rocky Mountains are difficult to cover everywhere at 900 Mlfz, and the aver-
age dependable range is only 2 miles. Fortunately the percentage area of the country is small.
The overall average range is about 5 miles, and increases to 6.5 miles if the Rocky Mountain
System is excluded.
The total number of installations required to cover the contiguous United Stations com-
pletely is 40,098. Approximately half that number of installations is required to cover the
Rocky Mountain System.
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Section 3
SATELLITE SYSTEMS CONCEPTS AND ANALYSIS
INTRODUCTION
A	 land
	 mobile	 satellite	 system	 (LMSS)	 consists	 of three	 elements:	 a	 space	 system
(comprising satellites and a Network Operating Center), mobiles, and gateways.
' Figure 6 depicts the operating arrangement.	 The satellite operates as a simple frequency
translator between
	 the mobile	 band at	 UHF 806-890 MHz and	 the fixed-satellite se! vice,
presumed to be at S-band (2500-2690 MHz) or Ku Band (12/14 Gliz).	 Ordinary comr),lunica-
tions are between the mobiles and gateways. 	 Signalling, and the interactive data-surveillance
links, are between the Network Operating Center (NOC) and mobiles and between the NOC
and gateways.
A land mobile satellite system or LMSS provides communications service ,, to mobile sub-
scribers just as a terrestrial system does.	 however, there are substantial advantages to provid-
ing these by satellite, and these advantages are emphasized in the LMSS system architecture
and system design.
Foremost is "ubiquity," the ability to provide services to the entire U.S. 	 (and offshore),
thus removing the line-of-sight limitations of a terrestrial link. 	 Ubiquity applies to both the
mobile link, between satellite and mobile, and the "fixed" link between satellite and gateway.
The latter is as fundamental as the former, because the gateway, if properly located and of'
low enough cost, can bypass expensive long distance dial-up telephone lines. Almost as inn-
portant is the satellite link performan - 	 If a properly designed mobile antenna is used, mul-
tipath and noise effects are largely avoided. 	 In addition Satellite signals have nearly uniform
signal density on the Earth's surface, 	 minimizing both co-channel and adjacent channel in-
terference. Satellite liras do not exhibit the Rayleigh fading characteristic of terrestrial links,
and have large coherent bandwidth. Wideband data, such as 56 KBPS, are efficiently transmit-
ted on satellite links.
	
This is contrasted to terrestrial systems which are plagued by multipath
and co-channel and adjacent channel interference.
An important advantage of LMSS is its national architecture. If a centralized network
operations center (NOC) is used, then each satellite coverage "cell" is connected to it via its
common signalling channel. This has several advantages. First each mobile can be automati-
cally located within each beam by the NOC, and therefore the mobile can be paged (ad-
dressed) at any time. While possible in principle, terrestrial paging of wandering mobiles is
difficult and expensive, and is not a planned service. A second advantage is the ability to es-
tablish mobile-NOC communications using packet-switching technology. In this situation the
NOC can address the mobiles and achieve efficient two way transmission Lund surveillance
(two-satellite ranging or position location). Without the intermediary of the NOC, contention
access is required with resulting transmission inefficiencies.
LMSS also has disadvantages compared to terrestrial systems. The foremost of these is
A 
the inability to achieve the small cell (antenna foot print) size inherent in terrestrial systems.
Terrestrial systems operate well with cells as small as a mile in radius. Thus terrestrial sys-
tems offer considerable frequency reuse in small areas — just what is needed to serve urban
'	 areas. LMSS may show a relatively greater advantage in non-urban areas. Together, terres-
trial and satellite systems are complementary and provide an efficient, attractive total service.
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I.MS') also does not I'unction well in urban areas because of budding; blockage, budding;
multipatll, and intense nlan-made noise.
Another disadvantage of LMSS is its large single investment and high - risk technology. An
important role can be played by government, and particularly NASA, in order to help hang,
an LMSS into being;.
SERVICES
Four generic services characterize LMSS. These are.
I. Cellular compatible radio telephone with dial-up voice or wideband data (mobile
subscriber uses either terrestrial or satellite).
2. "Slaiid alone" radio telephone with dial-uu voice or wideband data i,ilobile sub-
scriber relies solely on LMSS). This service may include rural telephone.
3. Trtrnking or dispatch with dial-up voice or wideband data, or "push to talk" (com-
munications are limited to one or a small number of gateways).
4. Interactive data/surveillance, (occasional bursty data and surveillance), which can
include paging, ail 	 terrestrial service.
The subscriber may be in a vehicle such as it car, truck, train, bus, in a boat on the in-
tracoas(al waterway system, or oil
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE.
The system architecture is best described by separating the thr,e system elements -- the
satellite system, gateway system, and mobiles. Figure 7 depicts the functions of these ele-
ments. In Figure 7a dial-up communications are depicted between a mobile and it gateway
F with the satellite functioning as a frequency translator and amplifier. Figure 7b illustrates sig-
nalling between the NOC and mobiles and between the NOC and gateways. In this arrange-
ment the NOC maintains positive control over system operation. In the example, the satellite
c translates from UHF to S-Band (and reverse); consequently the gateway has CJIIF equipment
for signalling and S-Band equipment for communicating. Other arrangements are possible.
In Figure 7c the NOC terminates one end of a mobile-NOC link and one end of a gateway-
NOC link for the interactive data and surveillance services.
Both compandored FM and compandored SSB-AM are con^.idcred. Objective performance
is delined under idealized conditions (no obstruction, multipath, or man-made noise) requir-
ing margins for fading. In the case of FM. CNR = 15 db, and fade to CNR = 10 db
(perhaps to 8 db with an extended threshold) results in ail 	 signal — intelligible,
relatively noise free because of quieting and compandor action and comparable to terrestrial
mobile .signals. This is a C/No of 56 db-I-iz for a 15 kHz center to center spacing. Operating
much below threshold results in a rapidly degenerating signal. In the case of compandored
SSB-AM, CNR = 15 db which, with a 3.4 kf-Iz baseband, results in a C/No of 50 db-Ilz and
4 kliz center to center spacing. There is no threshold, and intelligibility is still adequate at
CNR = 3 db. Both modulations are resistant to co-channel interference. Selection of modu-
lation and mobile antenna type are important ,subscriber selections because of cost.
Space System
Several satellite conceptual designs of 1, 12, 31 and 100 beams were studied in order to
t establish a range in capacity. Each satellite concept is characterized by a transponder diagram,
(an example in Figure 8 depicts a 12 beam UHF and single beam S-Band arrangement), fre-
quency plan, an antenna beam plan and a weight and power summary. A listing of these is
25
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given in Figure 9. Each satellite transponder component was examined to identify salient
characteristics, technology maturity and salient weight and power characteristics.
Some attempts were made to simplify the transponder arrangements to achieve minimum
satellite weight and power. However, each of the design concepts, while not totally optimised
or compleWy designed, is believed to be representative of the general industry technology
base. Of course, the presence of the large UIIF antenna, and the requirements for an offset
feed to suppress interference, dominate the spacecraft configuration, deployment, and control.
0	 The satellite configuration is illustrated in Figure 10.
The basic system access format is FDMA, specifically single-channel-per-carrier or SCPC.
In this system the satellites are not channelized, and circuits are provided by assigning com-
r1ementary frequency sets to mobiles and gateways thus allowing conventional telephone sig-
n.^ : 'ing. The NOC is combined with the Satellite Operations Center or SOC in order to
economize on certain equipment and on personnel and to make specific use of satellite posi-
tion information for surveillanve.
The NOC is conventional in design, with redundant computers, etc., in order to control
the network and provide signalling and switching and other functions.
Gateways
The gateway terminal is a conventional single channel per carrier (SCPC) terminal. For
radio telephone servire it is located at a telephone exchange so that a call can be completed to
the fixed end of the link. Low cost Is essential to an economically atiraciive i. MSS because it
enables reasonable call minute charges for relatively small numbers of subscribers, thus allow-
ing its location at a local exchange. Use of few large gateways requires virtually each call to
be routed through the long distance dial-up network, which adds considerably to the total
subscriber call-minute charge. A "single thread" design (without redundancy) favors low
cost; temporary work-around during down times can be accomplished by a neighboring gate-
way and the telephone network. The single thread design, simplicity, standardization, and
significant production quantities result in low cost. The gateway uses a 3 meter antenna, low
power transmitter output amplifier, transistor .ow noise receiver preamplifier and SCPC
modems, control and fre tuency synthesizer. Echo cancellers also are required.
For trunking or dispatch, the gateway is located at or on the headquarters building and no
telephone lines are required.
Mobile Radios
The mobile radio equipment for LMSS is similar to terrestrial radios in most respects and
is expected to have similar production costs. However, there are differences. The antenna is
circularly polarized and has an "upward-looking" beam in order to suppress ground
reflections and man-made noise.
The simplest antenna configuration is a "turnstile" (crossed-dipole) but With "bent" or
drooping elements in order to maintain circularity over a wider field of view. When mounted
on a "cup" or "choke" instead of a ground plane, the antenna is compact, rugged, inexpen-
sive and convenient enough for carrying by a pedestrian. Gain is about 4 dBi. Ili ,
 her gain
electrically and mechanically steerable antennas also can be used. These antennas have the
advantage of greater multipath and man-made noise suppression as well as higher gain.
With regard to radios the RF power level is comparable to terrestrial systems. The re-
ceiver has a low noise amplifier. A terrestrial cellular radio and the fixed antenna described
above require a minimum modifical on and can be considered cellular-compatible. Other
mod-1cations will achieve higher antenna ;ain and reduce channel bandwidth, which reduces
28
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CONFIGURATION
NUMBER OF UHF BEAMS
UHF BEAMWIDTH'
NUMBER OF FIXED SERVICE BEAMS
ON-BOARD SWITCHING
I
SYSTEM CAPACITY" (MHz)
(DUAL POLARIZATION)
EQUIVALENT FM/SSB TRUNKS`
'SEGMENTATION 4-1
"2 SATELLITES
"'CFM IS 15kHz, CSSB IS 4 kHz
ORIGINAL !SAGE 6q
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1
1 t2 I	 31 100 100
6" X 4° 1. 51
I^
0.77° 0.41"	 ! 0 41"
1 t 1 14 1
NO NOj NO YES NOI
20	 60 260
j
j	 500 500
11333/5000 4000/15,000 10,333/38,750 33,333/125,000 33,333/125,000
Figure 9.	 Satellite configuration summary
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space system cost by increasing its capacity. If compandored single sideband amplitude modu-
lation (SSB-AM) is used, better frequency stability is required, and can be achieved ry lock-
ing the receiver to the satellite's common signalling channel carrier. The same carrier also
can be used as a reference signal level, for autamatic gain control (AGO, and for antenna
steering if' needed. These additions enhance both network and subscriber equipment perfor-
mance with some increase in radio cost. The ever available common signalling channel
enhances network monitoring and control. Individual subscribers or subscriber networks will
choose the equipment arrangements most suitable — essentially balancing radio, satellite and
gateway costs for maximum advantage.
An important final radio type is a simple, low-cost, fixed tuned transceiver for operating
with the NOC using a packet switched protocol. Intended for non-voice service with low
average but bursty throughput, the transceiver is key to a command, telemetry and Surveil-
lance network. In normal operation the NOC interrogates these units one by one by use of a
discrete address and assembles the return data for distribution. Periodic pauvi in the inter-
rogation (via an "arming" code) permit "spontaneous" alarms to be sent by those Units in
the alarm state. Also specific units can be commanded to provide control functions or in-
structional read-outs, and specific units can be commanded into a "turn-around mode" so
th,it ranging through two satellites can be accomplished in order to locate the unit to within
0.2 miles. Many applications in transportation and government are anticipated. This tran-
sceiver has no counterpart today in terrestrial systems. A simple receive-only unit, similar to
existing terrestrial pagers, permits paging by satellite.
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COST ANALYSES
'I he ,pace segment, gateway and mobile radios are costed separately Because of the large
number of parameters, system choices and market uncertainties, a parametric costing method
was chosen which also helps to clarify the cost implications of these selections.
Space System
Investment in apace systems was computed using the SAMSO model (.June, 1981) with
the model's technology indices and complexity factors adjusted to represent the mobile smel-
"'^ lite design. The five spacecraft models, each at three different power levels, were used to
compute the non-recurring and recurring costs. Launch vehicle and launching rusts and in-
surance costs and NOC/SOC costs were added, and a system investment consisting of three
satellites and two launches was developed for the 15 models. This enable, space segment in-
vestment vs. spacecraft weight and power and capacity to be developed. Space segment in
vestment versus number of equivalent 4 kHz circuits is given in Figure 11.
Similarly, a gateway equipment list was developed and costed by analogous costing
methods. The transmitter output power amplifier (HPA) cost was developed parametrically
since this is it of satellite capacity, gateway capacity and modulation. Altern,itive con
netting methods such as radio relay, leased lines, dial-up lines, etc., from a distant gateway
F	 also were examined and compared.
R Costs for mohile radios were estimated analogously by comparison to estimated priccs (d
cellular equipment. Productization and high production were identified as keys to low cost.
Since the satellite compatible mobiles are similar to terrestrial mobiles, similar, but somewhat
higher prices are expected. However, a considerable range in prices is expected because of
the many subscriber choices available, e.g., SSB vs. FM, steered or non-steered antennas, etc.
Subscriber Charges
. The satellite investment is converted to an annual charge by assuming a 7 year life, runt-
plete payback, 20%, or 40 1% return on investment, expenses, a tax rate of 46% with linear
depreciation and zero salvage. Satellite "fill" also is considered. The gateway investment is
depreciated over 10 years with a 10% interest rate plus 10% return on investment (20 1 % total)
with
	
5'%- factor added for maintenance. The mobile radio, where applicable, is treated the
same way except only 10% interest is included.
All costs are in the form of costs per unit time. Knowing expected, typical uses for ra-
diotelephone and trunking/dispatch services, the cost per used minute, and monthly costs,
can be computed. These are typical subscriber charges which defray all investments and ex-
penses.
Typical subscriber charges are computed for satellite systems satisfying the "conserva-
tive," "likely," and "optimistic" market projections. Typical results are described for it
 
existing from the years 1993 to 2000, satisfying the "likely" market projection, e.g., a re-
quirement for a satellite system having 80,000 equivalent 4 kHz circuits and 71 beams. Total
space investment is 1470 millions of 1982 dollars.
The investment per circuit and investment per available 4 kHz circuit are depicted ill
6 for typical subscribers (33 subscribers per trunk for radio telephone, 100 subscriber, per
trunk for trunking/dispatch). Narrowband subscriber investments are considerably reduced
because of the larger number of 4 kHz circuits per satellite.
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Figure 11. Space segment investment versus equivalent 4 kHz circuits for various UHF
satellite powers
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Space segment call-minute charges are displayed in Table 7 as a function of service
bandwidth and return on investment. The "asymptotic" value is obtained if the satellite is
fully loaded with the prescribed service for 7 years. The "likely" case assumes the traffic
growth of the "likely" market projections. The call minute charges for 4 kHz are especially
attractive; however, all charges are attractive when it is realized that the subscriber can be lo-
cated anywhere in th-, U.S. The larger call minute charge for 30 kHz bandwidth is simply the
result of fewer circuits per unit bandwidth.
These charges can be converted to monthly charges by considering a typical call rate for a
radiotelephone subscriber to be .03 erlangs in the busy hour, and for a dispatch subscriber to
be .01 erlangs in the busy hour. Results are given in Table $ for 20% and 40 1yo return on in-
vestment and for the three generic voice services:
• 4 kHz dispatch
• 4 kHz (stand alone) radio telephone
• 15 kHz or 30 kHz cellular compatible radio telephone
These services are predicted to be dominant satellite services. Use of 15 kHz or 30 kl-Iz
for radiotelephone shows the sensitivity of cost to bandwidth; however, 15 kHz (and 20%
ROO results in costs that are comparable to cellular radio telephone. The other cases show
the satellite monthly charges to be higher. This is a manifestation of the higher call-minute
charge for the larger bandwidths. Again, this seems to imply that terrestrial cellular systems
will be lower in cost and hence preferred when the subscriber is in range of the terrestrial cel-
lular systems. The satellite will be used if he is a roamer, needs to be paged when he is out-
side his home district, or has a need for wideband data transmission. Therefore, cellular com-
patibility is needed, it results in an attractive service, and it makes possible a national
radiotelephone architecture. The terrestrial satellite price structure emphasizes the comple-
mentary nature rf the two services, e.g., cellular is best for short range, local communications
requiring concentrated high capacity, and the satellite is best nearly everywhere else. A corol-
lary is the lower performance expected of satellites in high rise urban areas due to shadowing,
building multi-path and man-made noise. Both cost and performance considerations argue
for both technologies if a truly national mobile radio telephone service is to be available to
everyone.
Monthly charges for trunking subscribers are very attractive, particularly when it is real-
ized that these are indepetident of distance from the dispatcher or headquarters, and no addi-
tional telephone lines are required. If the system requires long distance communications such
as in transportation, there is simply no alternative to satellites which avoids the expensive
overland TELCO charge.
Gateway installed costs are approximately in the range of $50,000 to $100,000 dc,pending
on gateway capacity, satellite antenna gain, number of production units, etc. This cost can be
annualized as described previously and distributed according to usage. Results are given in
Table 9 in terms of call-minute charges in cents per minute versus gateway busy hour traffic
in erlangs, assuming a 2:1 peak to average factor. Charges in the range of 1 erlang are attrac-
tively low and reasonable compared to the space segment. If traffic is very light, below 0.1 er-
lang, gateway charges increase substantially and alternative means, such as distribution via the
TELCO from a neighboring gateway, might be more desirable.
The sum of space system and gateway charge is the total system
with terrestrial systems. For radio telephone, it is assumed that thl
e.g., the land telephone, is within the local exchange of the gateway.
tional TELCO charges apply, even if the mobile is 2000 miles away.
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charge to be compared
fixed end of the link,
If this is true, no addi-
If the land telephone is
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Table 7. Call Minute Charges for Space Segment
RETURN ON INVESTMENT = 20% RETURN ON INVESTMENT = 40%
CHARGE FOR CHARGE FOR
LIKELY MARKET ASYMPTOTIC LIKELY MARKET ASYMPTOTIC
TRUNK TYPE PROJECTION VALUE PROJECTION VALUE
4 kHz 5.3 G/MIN 3.2 9.6 5.6
15 kHz 19.6 0M I N 12.0 35.7 20.7
30 kHz 43.2 0MIN 26.4 78.7 45.7
Table 8. Space Segment Monthly Charges for Typical Subscribers
TRUNK TYPE SERVICE
RETURN ON INVES`MENT
= 20 %
RETURN ON INVESTMENT
= 40 %
ki'lz TRUNKING $ 11.60 $ 21.00
4 kHz RADIO TELEPHONE $ 29.93 $ 54.18(STAND-ALONE)
15 kHz RADIO TELEPHONE $ 128.70 $ 234.45(COMPATIBLE)
30 kHz RADIO TELEPHONE $ 283.70 $ 516.80(COMPATIBLE)
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Table 9 . Typical Gateway Charges
CALL-MINUTE
GATEWAY TRAFFIC CHARGE
ERLANGS CENTS PER MINUTE
0.1 17
0.5 5
1.0 2
1.5 0.9
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Table 10. Equivalent Transceiver Charges
a
00
INSTALLED MONTHLY MINUTL
COST CHARGE CHAKC,I_
$	 1500 $ 26 4 C:LNTSRADIO TELEPHONE
TRUNKING $ 1000 $	 18 8 CEN'I S
INTERACTIVE DA 1 A $	 100 S	 2 8 CLN IS
Table 11. Typical Total Subscriber Charges (Space Segment,
Gateway and Mobile Radio)
MONTHLY MINUTE
CHARGE CHARGE
TRUNK TYPE SERVICE DOLLARS CENTS
4 kHz TRUNKING 34 15.3
4 kHz RADIO TELEPHONE 69 11.3
15 kHz RADIO TELEPHONE 168 25.6
30 kHz RADIO TELEPHONE 323 49.2
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not within the local exchange area, then additional telephone charges may apply. I-or dispatch
systems the gateway is ut the system headquarters, and in general no TH CO charge applies.
F114-111y, subscriber radio costs are tabulated in Table 10, to terms of monthly charges based
oil interest, 10 year payback and 5% maintenance. All three charges — ;pace, gateway
.end mobile radio — can be added together to obtain total typical charges for the I.MSS ser-
vice. 'These charges are givLn in Table l I for the case of 20 1% return oft investment and a
gateway peak capacity of one erlang.
Since typical short distance telephone rates are approximately 50 cents a minute the
,- avoidance of these charges is a key to satellite system economic viability. I l se of only a few
gateways means that almost every call involves a TF?LCO charge, greatly increasing system
cost. Consequently the system recommended for LMSS involves thousands of gateways,
each operated by the local RC'C or WC'C, and located by a telephone exchange or operated by
,I 	 government or industrial (SMIZ) user.
The interactive, packet switched system for control, telemetry and sur4eillance also is es-
timated as an example in Table 10. Actually the charge for this service is probably dominated
solely by the radio costs. For example a 250 bit register read out five times it at it 6 KBPS
channel data rate results in a miniscule activity factor. The number of users, N, that call
accommodated is:
_ 6000 x 6_0 x 60 x 24N 
u	 250 x $ 	 1 ^ 414,720?_
where d. is it accounting for overhead, idle time, peak factor, etc. Tens of thousands of
users, perhaps more, might share a sirgle data channel (which is an equivalent voice chan-
ncl) Satellite system charges, therefore, are not significant. If the gateway already is used
for voice and wideband data, its cost also is not significant. It is believed that the only
A -	 significant charge for this service will be 'or the radio and for the data processing.
The technology of the satellite also was examined briefly, The deployment and pointing of
-I multiple beam antenna from ,I satellite is beyond the current state of
the art and requires extensive development. The offset fed antenna, required to reduce
sidelobe levels, results in a "distributed" spacecraft with difficult thermal control problems.
The modular transponder electronics call from LSI/MIC techniques; a dacrent ap-
proach to diplexing and channelization filters is required to reduce t:ie weight of these com-
ponents.
RESULTS
1. Dispatch (SMR) services including voice, wideband data, control, telemetry and surveil-
lance and paging are attractively priced and are insensitive to distance.
2. Radiotelephone by satellite, using narrow bandwidth modulation, is attractively priced,
ubiquitous except in local high rise areas, provides high performance and is insensitive
to distance. Cellular compatibl y radio telephone using FM adds ubiquity to the terrestri-
al service, and adds low cost long distance rates, wideband data and paging to the back-
bone terrestrial cellular system.
3. A satellite system can not provide the capacity to serve the dense populations in the ur-
ban areas of the nation; this can only be provided by terrestrial cellular systems.
4. A multiplicity of low cost gateways is a key to achieving low cost and flexible operation.
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S	 Narrowband modulation such a4 comnandored SSB-ANN is important to achloi me, atir"k
live space system costs.
6. While not ar alyzed in depth, high gain steered antennas are believe(( to be impoitam in
suppressing multipath and man-made; noise
7. LMSS is cost effective despite the very large inveslmcnts requned A mature s}mtcm
appears to require approximately one billion 1982 dollars of in^cslmenl.
8. The technology of* the large satellite is not yet established .111(1 requir(-s additional
development. This suggests that NASA can play a major role in the developnivni (if it
multiple beam LMSS in the public interest so that the public will benefit from the early
'	 introduction of services.
i
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Seetion 4
REGULATORY AND INSTITUTIONAL. ASPECTS
Terrestrial systems do not require any regulatory or institutional changes. At the time of'
this writing the regulatory aspects of satellite systems are dominated by the problem o1' 1're-
quency allocation. The World Administrative Radio Conference in 1979 (WARC 79) author-
i/ed the frequency band 806-890 Mllz for land mobile satellites. Within the United States the
00 band is allocated for terrestrial land mobile. The Federal Communications Commission has
studied the needs for present types o1' land mobile services and determined that by 1990 there
will be a shortage of available land mobile capacity for present types of services in 19 major
geographic areas and by 2000 there will be a shortage in 21 major areas.' The Commission is
therefore very reluctant to introduce satellites into that frequency band, viewing satellite land
mobile as it new service, and one that uses the spectrum less efficiently than other land
mobile services. The proposed introduction of satellites into the band has alarmed many
present service and equipment suppliers v , '.o have expressed their alarm in strong terms to
the FCC.
Satellite land mobile is not generally opposed in principle by FCC or the industry. The
important issues — the need for land mobile services that satellites can fill, and the business
opportunities that they offer tend to be clouded by the concern over their introduction into
the 800-900 MHz frequency band.
The use of the 0105-890 ivlHz bind was assumed in the study because it is the band allocat-
ed by WARC 79 and because it makes .possible the implementation of a ubiquitous mobile ra-
dio telephone system through compatibility with the urban cellular mobile radio telephone
systems. However some of th y- satellite applications do not require compatibility with terres-
trial systems, and their technical requirements can be met at frequencies above 890 Mllz.
Other frequency bands should be considered for the service if there is a consensus that the
service cannot be atvommodated in the 805-890 MHz band.
The development of space technology has introduced a means of providing mobile radio
services and functions that are new and important. The study that led !o this report has
identified needs for satellites in mobile radio services, and determined that large numbers of
users can benefit from properly designed space systems. From a purely technical point of
view, there is a wide choice of spectrum that is suitable for satellite lanot mobile, and the
favorable propagation characteristics make it possible to communicate with narrower channel
bandwidths than are used in terrestrial systems. Valuable services can be provided by satellite
within a comparatively narrow spectrum allocation with considerable freedom to choose the
portion of the spectrum in which the allocation is made. Other considerations, such as com-
patibility with other mobile systems should be taken into account in selecting the band. The
important opportunity offered by space technology deserves serious consideration by regulato-
ry agencies.
' l uturc Private Land Mobile Telecommunications Requirements, Interim Report, August 1982, Prepared by
Planning Staff, Private Radio Bureau, Federal Communications Commission.
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